
 

  

We will spend 7 nights in Portugal, flying into Lisbon from Marrakech, Morocco on Tuesday 

September 29.  We will also spend time in Spain before returning to Lisbon and flying home to 

Buffalo on Friday October 30. 

 

Mosteiro dos Jeronimos (CONTROL + LEFT CLICK FOR HYPERLINKS)   

Penada-Geres National Park 

Santo Antonio caves 

Palacio Nacional de Sintra 

Torre de Belem 

Convento do Cristo 

Bom Jesus do Monte 

Castelo de Guimaraes 

Torre de Clerigos 

Castelo de Sao Jorge 

archaeological treasures in Evora (Chapel of Bones, Roman Temple, Cathedral) 

Mosteiro Palacio Nacional de Mafra 

Cabo da Roca 

Ria Formosa Natural Park 

Porto Moniz – Madeira Islands 

PORTUGAL 

MARITIME EXPLORERS 

https://lisbonlisboaportugal.com/belem-lisbon/mosteiro-dos-jeronimos-monastery-lisbon.html
https://juliedawnfox.com/exploring-peneda-geres-national-park/
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_Review-g1408043-d2227164-Reviews-Grutas_de_Santo_Antonio-Alvados_Leiria_District_Central_Portugal.html
http://www.sintra-portugal.com/Attractions/Palacio-Nacional-sintra.html
http://www.torrebelem.gov.pt/en/index.php?s=white&pid=168
https://www.visitportugal.com/en/content/convento-de-cristo
https://www.atlasobscura.com/places/bom-jesus-do-monte
https://www.visitportugal.com/en/NR/exeres/475E34EC-E4AD-4BE1-A8F6-58F55B138A0D
https://www.visitportugal.com/en/content/torre-dos-clerigos
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_Review-g189158-d195107-Reviews-Castelo_de_S_Jorge-Lisbon_Lisbon_District_Central_Portugal.html
https://www.lonelyplanet.com/portugal/evora/attractions/templo-romano/a/poi-sig/476578/360364
https://www.planetware.com/mafra/palacio-nacional-de-mafra-p-lisb-pnm.htm
https://www.visitportugal.com/en/content/cabo-da-roca
https://www.algarvetouristguide.com/attractions/ria-formosa
http://www.visitmadeira.pt/en-gb/explore/detalhe/porto-moniz-natural-swimming-pools
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PORTUGAL 
MARITIME EXPLORERS  

 

COUNTRY 

INFORMATION 

Capital: Lisbon 

Size:  As big as Maine 

Languages:  

Portuguese 

Visa?  No 

Emergency No: 112 

American Consulate: 

+(351) (21)-770-2122 or 

+(351) (21) 727-3300 

Driving Reqs: Need 

IDP 

Side of the road they 

drive on: RIGHT 

Currency: Euro = 100 
cents 

Religions: Roman Catholic 

85%, Protestant 

 

Vaccinations: Yellow 

Fever 
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CRIME WARNING:  (CONTROL + LEFT CLICK FOR HYPERLINK) 

Credible information indicates terrorist groups continue plotting possible near-term attacks in Europe. 

All European countries, including Portugal, remain potentially vulnerable to attacks from transnational 

terrorist organizations. U.S. citizens are reminded to remain vigilant with regard to their personal 

security. 

 

General strikes and public protests against government austerity measures have occurred sporadically 

over the last five years. You should avoid areas where public protests are taking place. 

Crime: Crimes of opportunity, such as pickpocketing and purse snatching, particularly at popular tourist 

sites, restaurants, and on public transportation, are common. Pickpockets take advantage of crowds 

getting on and off all forms of public transportation, such as the popular Tram 28, using the jostling of 

the crowd as a distraction. Avoid standing near the doors on public transportation, as thieves will often 

strike just as the train/bus doors open and then dash onto the platform and disappear into the crowd. 

 Safeguard your passport and identity documents when traveling throughout Portugal. Foreigners 

who arrive in Portugal without a valid passport will not be permitted to enter and will be returned 

to their point of origin. 

 HEALTH 

None noted. 

https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/international-travel/International-Travel-Country-Information-Pages/SouthAfrica.html
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 DISEASES 

 None noted 

 

TRAVEL WARNING 

Road Conditions and Safety: While Portugal has significantly expanded its motorway network with well-

constructed roads that decreased the total number of accidents and fatalities, its road-accident fatality rate is still 

high. Use caution when driving, as aggressive driving habits and high speeds pose special hazards. Use 

appropriate care and caution while on the roadways, practice safe driving habits, and adhere to the applicable 

speed limits. 


